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The circuit of Figure 29.6.2 operates as follows: the drain-source
voltage of M, is sensed while the device is conducting. As =mentioned before, PWM11mp ensures that Vd, is sampled when ID
an assumption made in the derivation of the Vd, reference value.
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The synchronous buck switching converter has become ubiquitous in portable consumer electronics. However, one inherent disadvantage of this converter topology is its reliance on large, offchip passive components. Although these components could be
reduced in size by increasing the converter switching frequency,
such a change would lead to reduced efficiency as a result of various converter losses that scale proportionally with switching frequency. This lreduction is parcticularly severe at light loads.
For most low-voltage applications the dominant frequencydependent loss at light loads is gate-drive loss. Pulse-frequency
modulation (PFM) has been proposed as a means to scale such
switching losses along with conduction losses to increase lightload efficiency [1]. The disadvantage of PFM is that it can generate spectral power-supply artifacts that degrade signal integrity
in the load IC. Consequently, PFM operation is relegated to applications where only minimal IC functionality is required. In addition to PFM, resonant gate drive techniques have been proposed
[2], but generally require components that are not easily integrated in standard CMOS processes.
We have previously described a method for scaling the gate swing
of CMOS power devices to improve light-load efficiency [3].
Traditional PWM converters exhibit a rapid drop-off in efficiency
as the load is decreased, an example of which is shown in [4]. The
proposed gate-charge modulation (GCM) technique maintains
near-constant efficiency over a broader dynamic load range by
balancing the gate drive and channel conduction losses of the
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we develop a feedback control method for autonomous operation
of GCM, as well as a gate charge recycling (GCR) technique that
further improves efficiency, These techniques can be operated
alone or in tandem.
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Figure 29.6.1 shows a simplified top-level view of the buck converter. An external clock input, CLK, is fed into the pulse-width
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two power devices do not conduct simultaneously. These signals
in turn drive their respective gate drivers. The PWM block also
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generates a clock signal, PWM,, whose rising and falling edges
are aligned with the midpoint of the PWM ON and OFF times.

This signal is used to sample the drain-source voltages of the
power devices when ID = Iod, required for the GCM controller
described below.
Figure 29.6.2 shows a simplified schematic of the charge modulated gate driver with feedback control for the NMOS power
device. The driver for the PMOS device is similar. At light loads,
the RMS channel current, Ir,,,, is dominated by the ripple component of the inductor current, Ai, leading to an optimal gate swing
that is approximately independent of load current, and given by

D,,,A2

These samples are compared to Vd,,,f and the feedback controller
acts to minimize the resulting error. A lower bound is placed on
V,or, by the voltage limiter block, setting a minimum gate swing
that is equal to
Assuming that the gate of M, is initially
discharged, a falling PWM edge causes the gate of M2 to be pulsed
low, with V, setting the length of the on-time, Tp,,,. Turning M2
on pulls the gate of M1 up to a value, VswirLg V,,, set by the feedback controller. To turn M, off a PWM rising edge turns M3 on,
pulling V,1 to ground.
"

The GCR circCuit used to drive the NMOS power device is illustrated in Fig. 29.6.3. The overshoot of the underdamped network
comprisingLw., CD. and the parasitic series resistance modeled
by Ra,,, is exploited to enhance charge storage over what is possible with purely capacitive charge-sharing. Assume that the gate
of M1 is initially charged to Vi,, that Cs ., is initially discharged,
and that M2 and M1 are off. While 1, is pulsed for T,o seconds, M4
and M, conduct and transfer charge through L,,, to C,t,,.,. 1 ideally goes low when Vt,,, reaches its peak value in order to reuse
the maximum amount of charge possible. d* then goes high to
turn M1 off completely. To turn M1 back on, <_ goes low and 0, is
pulsed once again, returning a portion of the stored charged to
the gate of M1. M2 subsequently turns on to bring the gate of M,
to V., and MC is turned on to prepare the storage network for the
following cycle. To combine GCR with GCM, M2 is simply pulsed
for a short time, swinging the gate of M, to the desired level as
described previously.
For the present design, both NMOS and PMOS drivers use Lore =
22nH, while is 35pF and 85pF for the NMOS and PMOS net-
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to maximize the return charge is included in the system operation. For this design, GCR performance was limited by a largerthan-expected series parasitic resistance in the storage network.
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Figure 29.6.6 shows key performance data for the converter when
both gate charge modulation and recycling (GCMR) are enabled.
Figure 29.6.4 shows a plot of measured efficiency versus load current with and without GCMR gate drive enabled. For
= 1.8V

V,>,

the converter achieves a peak efficiency of 89. 1% at I',,, = 125mA.
The efficiency
over a 20:1 load current range
I =80%
20mA toabove
400mA.
The plot of Figure 29.6.5
spanning fromremains
of F e 296.
spanning
i
rom20to
loss
shows the reduction in power loss versus ced when the GCMR
drivers are
At 20mA
is reduced by 22.7%, from
11 5mW to 8.9mW At 200mA
the
treduction is 8 7%. Amicrograph
of the test die, fabricated in a 0.5Fm CMOS n-well process, is
shown in Fig 29.6.7
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Figure 29.6.7: Die micrograph.
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